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The South Dakota
Federal Writers' Project:
Memoirs of a State Director
M. LISLE REESE

Of all the Work Projects Administration undertakings during the
depression years in South Dakota, the one considered least likely
to produce something of lasting value might well have been the Federal Writers' Project (American Guide Series) and its successor, the
prolific South Dakota Writers' Project, the latter sponsored by the
University of South Dakota, in the 1990s, the books and booklets
of these projects are valued treasures. Both scholars and collectors
covet them. The original A South Dakota Cuide, published in 1938
with state funds to sell for two dollars isa rare item worth fifty times
as much. It was to my pleasure {and profit) that a New York publisher
engaged me to revise and update it in 1952 as South Dakota: A Cuide
to the State, And this was only the beginning . . .
The project's Legends of the Mighty Sioux {^94^) was reprinted in
1961 and 1987. Lesta Van Der Wert Turchen, at Dakota Wesleyan University in 1988, compiled, annotated, and reprinted the nine issues
of a monthly staff publication, MSS. (Manuscripts) (1936-1937), in one
volume. Thomas Gasque of the University of South Dakota is presently revising and adding to the South Dakota Place Names publications (1940-1941) for a monumental book; meanwhile, he has
become a national authority on the subject of place-names. Nancy
Tystad Koupal, South Dakota State Historical Society, is utilizing L.
Frank Baum's "Our Landlady" (1941), a rare South Dakota Writers'
Project work, in researching newspaper columns Baum wrote in
Aberdeen before his Wizard of Oz (1900) fame.
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As director of the South
Dakota Federal Writers'
Project, Lisle Reese
assembled a colorful and
talented crew to produce
lively and informative
works about South Dakota
places and history.

In addition, I receive many letters and calls—even visits—from people writing books or preparing symposiums who are seeking additional unpublished information. Questions most frequently asked
are: (1) how did you happen to be selected as a state director? (2)
what were your unique qualifications? and (3) how come South
Dakota published more titles than other states? Queries come from
sources as varied as the Library of Congress, Florida International
University, Columbia University, University of Pennsylvania, and,
more recently. South Dakota institutions. These are legitimate questions because several books have called attention to the fact that
some state directors were college professors, published novelists,
or relatives of politicians. I was none of the above, but my role may
reflect the times and the mood of the 1930s in South Dakota.
My life began in the West Gallatin Valley of Montana, near Yellowstone National Park, in 1910. It was not until I was full grown that
I needed a birth certificate and learned that Montana was also my
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first name. My father was an accountant by profession and a photographer by desire, moving frequently from state to state. We moved
to Aberdeen when I was in second grade. Homer, my father, was
business manager of the Square Deal, a Populist newspaper until
it was absorbed by the Aberdeen Journal, which likewise had an
early demise.
During high school years in Webster and Aberdeen, I spent my
summers at Pickerel Lake and the Sisseton Indian Reservation. One
summer, I served as a fishing guide at Fort Sisseton. Attending Northern State (1928-1929), I worked as a bellhop at the Alonzo Ward Hotel
in Aberdeen from 7 P.M. to 7 A.M., bicycling to eight o'clock classes.
The next summer I worked in Hollywood as a cowboy extra (Republic
Pictures), galloping in a western and loping in another picture as
a Russian cavalry officer. I kept the uniform, rode in railway boxcars
back to Aberdeen, and enrolled at the University of South Dakota
(USD) in Vermillion in October 1930. There I haunted the journalism
instructors and became editor of the Wet Hen, a humor magazine,
during the 1931 first semester. At mid-year I left Vermillion to take

The University of South
Dakota's humor magazine,
Wet Hen, provided an
opportunity for Lisle
Reese to develop his
editorial skills.
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a temporary job with United Press (UP), for which I had been a string
correspondent. I worked in the New Orleans bureau for fifteen
dollars a week and donuts during Mardi Gras; in a nationwide staff
reduction, I was caught in the last-on, first-off syndrome and hitchhiked home.
Back in Aberdeen, a friendly editor (Howard Anderson) of the
American-News gave me a reporting job at twelve dollars a week.
Glory be! but this was a wonderful experience—sports, court reporting, crimes, makeup, editorial writing, and interviews. Most memorable interviews were of John Ringling North and his circus ape,
Gargantua; novelists Sinclair Lewis and Kathleen Norris; wrestler
Bronco Nagurski; Karl Mundt, professor at Eastern {now Dakota)
State who was embarking on a political career; and I. D. Weeks,
popular Northern State instructor and candidate for state office, who
let me ride his horse. Even so, writing about politicians was my undoing. An interview with my best friend's father—Mose Bantz, city
police commissioner—who was running for reelection upset his affluent opposition. During a heated discussion with Mathews, our
publisher, I was fired.
Luckily, Paul G. Friggens, who had been my Lambda Ghi Alpha
roommate at USD, called from Pierre to say he had a chance for
a UP job in Lansing, Michigan, if he could "unload" the Capital News
Bureau he had started. Unload meant that someone—me—would
take over the payments on a mimeograph, typewriter, rent, and a
few bills. I arrived in Pierre the next day via Jackrabbit bus. Friggens
went on to become an Associated Press writer in New York during
World War II and then had an illustrious career as a roving reporter
for Reader's Digest
The Capital News Bureau offered South Dakota newspapers twicea-week "inside and localized" news and a weekly column for two
dollars a month. If all eighty subscribers paid regularly, one would
take in $160 a month. It did not quite work out that way. Some
editors, short of cash, substituted chits that I could return for printed
letterheads and envelopes. A few simply returned overdue statements with notes that said, "Sorry, we are quitting publication."
The news bureau office was adjacent to the office of Will G. Robinson, attorney-at-law, in uptown Pierre. For a modest fee, his secretary,
Mae Braugh, answered my phone and typed VIP letters. Robinson,
whose main interests were military and history, did help me interpret attorney-general opinions into lay language, but I welcomed
most his inviting me to ride one of his horses at the polo barn. We
had some great rides along the Missouri. After World War II, during his tenure as secretary of the South Dakota State Historical Socie-
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ty, he befriended me in the revision and publication of the South
Dakota guidebook.
One of my daily news bureau projects in 1935 was to telegraph
a "state farm news report" to WNAX Yankton, which was read during the noon radiobroadcastsof Uwrence Welk and his HotsyTotsy
Boys. Most profitable and fun during the 1934-1937 period was preparing South Dakota features and illustrations for national newspapers and magazines. The New York Times, for instance, invited
free-lance writers to submit stories to its Sunday "watch tower" section. My first story about a controversy among artists working on
Mount Rushmore brought ten dollars. I followed with pieces on how
the Holy Terror Mine at Keystone was producing feldspar to produce lithium for use in soda pop, on houseboats on the Missouri,
and on the repeal of a law prohibiting prostitution in covered
wagons. I even became a correspondent for Reuters, the British
agency. It seemed their readers were fascinated by the Homestake
Gold Mine since the United States government had increased the
price of gold in 1933 from twenty dollars an ounce to thirty-five. I
submitted news of old mines being reopened and investors syndicating new ones.
While on my daily rounds of capitol offices, 1 usually stopped at
Memorial Hall, which housed the state museum library. Lawrence
K. Fox, state historian and secretary of the State Historical Society,
operated the facility. His wry humor and candid opinions of other
officeholders devastated me. We had several mutual friends and interests. He was kind enough to invite me to the Eox home occasionally for dinner. His wife Jennie and daughter Harriet Jane helped me
plant a garden in their backyard to raise vegetables to supplement
my cooking in a Locke Hotel efficiency apartment.
During the summer of 1935, Fox was being overwhelmed by a mandated state census. Cartons of records came from all over the state
to be sorted, counted, and interpreted as to growth trends. Fox
engaged his mentor and predecessor, Doane Robinson, to supervise the tabulation. It was well known around Pierre that Robinson's
voluminous histories paid no royalties, that he lived frugally, and
that he was a stickler for accuracy. To assist in "interpreting census
figures for public consumption," Fox also hired me on an hourly
basis two afternoons a week. It was to be my good luck to accompany Doane Robinson home—an upstairs room in a nearby boarding house. I would badger him with questions about how he
dreamed up Mount Rushmore, what other fantasies he had, what
his hopes for raising funds through donations by school children
were, and what his disappointment had been over the lack of
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legislative support. It became my mission during the next fifteen
years to include Robinson's name in articles, brochures, and books
to which I made contributions; my regret is that he was not around
for me to hear his soft chuckle.
Drought and dust storms headlined news and radio reports. Eastern editors and syndicates selling photographs requested—
demanded—pictures of dust storms covering farm machinery, of

Lawrence K. Fox (left), state historian and secretary of the
State Historical Society, called on his predecessor, Doane
Robinson (center), for help with the voluminous 1935 state census.

banks being boarded up, of cattle starving, of families moving. On
8 August 1935,1 telegraphed a two-hundred-word dispatch to United
Press in Saint Paul. It included some of the figures of migration as
shown in the new census. Paul Eriggens, working in the Lansing UP
office sent me a teletype copy with "Nice Going!" handwritten at
the top. Unfortunately, the story's timing was bad; it coincided with
the sale of Rural Credit bonds in an already depressed market.
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Another national client requested photographs of abandoned farms
and dust storms. These were used in the Saturday Evening Post and
a Sunday supplement rotogravure section. When the governor's
press secretary criticized me for the bad publicity, I reminded him
that I could have sent pictures involving human or animal suffering.
United Press seemed to like my work, however. Steve Richards,
bureau manager at Minneapolis, called to say he had requested New
York to have me join him. On 16 October 1935 came a wire: "WAITING WORD FROM CHICAGO REGARDING YOUR TRANSFER.
PENDING OTHER DEVELOPMENTS MAY BE COUPLE DAYS YET."
The following six days changed my life. While I was making the
rounds of state offices, Ethel Dowdell, in charge of Works Progress
Administration (WPA) service projects, told me about a project for
writers and artists: Federal Number One. She had just returned from
Washington where she learned that the Federal Writers' Project
(FWP), being promoted by Eleanor Roosevelt, was already in operation elsewhere to "collect and preserve the history, culture and contemporary life in every community in America." As Dowdell had
been a history and English teacher in high schools in Doland, Clark,
and Mitchell (Notre Dame), she was quite excited.
I checked with WPA state administrator Michael A. Kennedy, who
explained that there were no "professional writers" on relief roles
in South Dakota. I carried this news in my weekly column to state
newspapers, expressing wonder as to which bureaucrat might get
the job of heading this new project. On 21 October 1935, I received
the following wire: "CAN OFFER YOU POSITION STATE DIRECTOR
FEDERAL WRITERS PROJECTS NAMELY SUPERVISOR AMERICAN
GUIDE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA AT TWENTY THREE HUNDRED FULL
TIME OR FIFTEEN DOLLARS PER DIEM NOT TO EXCEED TWELVE
DAYS PER MONTH STOP WIRE DECISION IMMEDIATELY GEORGE
W CRONYN ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR."
The origin of this proposition was as mysterious as the salaries
were tempting. Dowdell suggested I check with Democratic governor Tom Berry as state Federal Writers' Projects were to be directed
from Washington. Ralph Hillgren, Sioux Falls Argus-Leader political
writer, asked if I realized I was "being bought by the democratic
administration?" My friendly barber, Rudley Schnell—a fountain of
Pierre gossip—broadly hinted that the governor was putting a muzzle on me. (Fifty-five years later. Schnell, calling from his Saint Mary's
retirement quarters in Pierre, reconfirmed his opinion.)
I met privately with the cowboy governor whose amused, beguiling smile indicated he had just roped an ornery steer. He suggested
I take the part-time job but continue my in-state news and columns.
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He said he liked the caustic, tongue-in-cheek style. Proselyted or
not, I opted for the part-time role. The next day the WPA office called
to advise me they had a telegram. When I picked it up, this was
the message: "LISLE REESE CARE WPA WE ARE APPOINTING YOU
STATE DIRECTOR WRITERS PROJECTS EIETEEN DOLLARS PER DIEM
NOT TO EXCEED TWELVE DAYS PER MONTH AS SOON AS EORMALITIES HAVE BEEN COMPLETED EFFECTIVE OCTOBER TWENTY
EIGHT STOP PROCEDURE AND MANUAL ARE BEING SENT TO YOU
GEORGE W CRONYN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR."
When I reported to Mike Kennedy in his capitol cubbyhole office, he greeted me warmly. He recalled that when he was the federal
relief administrator the previous winter, I had flown with pilot Clyde
Ice of Spearfish to cover the story of food supplies being airlifted
to west river ranchers marooned in a blizzard.^ While we were talking the phone rang. "Yes, he just arrived." Laughter. "Sure, I'll tell
him." Turning to me, Kennedy said, "As you are going to be writing
travel guides, we decided to rent space for your project in the railroad depot."
The local district WPA office provided the first three FWP workers:
DeEtte Baillle, a Erench-lndian widow who could type; Ruth Baird,
a pleasant lady who used to be a library aide; and young Mary Giddings, who loved to draw pen-and-ink sketches. All were from Eort
Pierre, Kennedy's hometown. The state WPA office also directed all
district staffs to search their files for people with professional
backgrounds. This survey produced a Gettysburg attorney who had
lost his voice and hearing, an ex-bank vice-president in Sturgis, a
Sioux Falls minister without a church, an elderly Aberdeen physician, two rural school teachers, and a defrocked priest. By utilizing
my news service to announce this new project in weekly newspapers, I got prompt responses from former editors and printers
in Minnehaha, Gregory, Davison, and Custer counties.
It was surprising to discover so many people on WPA who considered themselves ready and willing to be writers. Some frankly
admitted this work sounded better than working on construction
projects; others expressed pride in their communities and wanted
to share it. Each person assigned to FWP was given assignments to
1. Little did either of us dream that a few years later I would be involved in drof>ping supplies from a United States Air Force B-29 to American prisoner-of-war camps
in Japan. In late August 1945, the air force headquarters in Washington directed that,
under cease-fire terms, one aircraft from the 73rd Bomb Wing on Saipan fly over
Tokyo at low level to locate POW camps and drop medical supplies and, while doing
so, take photographs of the destruction of the Japanese Empire. As wing public relations officer, I made the trip.
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Lisle Reese (ten),
state FWP director, and
Michael A. Kennedy, WPA
state administrator,
examine a copy of the
long-awaited South
Dakota Guide.

begin interviewing old-timers, searching files and records for historic
items, collecting folklore and ethnic customs, getting pictures of
"oldest" buildings or new ones of architectural interest, describing scenic features or unusual phenomena. I was soon swamped
with handwritten manuscripts, wads of notes on school-style pads,
letters with questions, and, on the other hand, detailed instructions
on proper procedures from Washington.
Now to locate experienced, not-working writer-editors to join me
in Pierre to process these materials. Regulations provided that for
every ten "certified relief" persons, we were permitted to employ
one "unemployed person" on this statewide project. Lawrence K.
Fox came to my rescue with a suggestion that we consider Archer
B. Gilfillan, whose book Sheep he had enjoyed. It was a Phi Beta
Kappa sheepherder's reflections on the women and ewes he had
known. Fox produced clippings that indicated that Gilfillan had
come west to invest his inheritance in a Harding County sheep
ranch. When it failed, he worked as a herder on the famed Al Dean
ranch, where he kept a diary, in code, of life in a sheepwagon and
weekends in Deadwood. A sister in the United States State Department sent decoded sections to the Atlantic Monthly, leading Little,
Brown and Company to publish it in 1929.
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A call to my friend Walter ("Speedy") Travis of the Rapid City Journal suggested we look in Deadwood, noted for its Shy-Anne, Mecca,
Bodega, and Ma's Nifty Rooms brothels. So I called Elizabeth Howe,
publisher of the Deadwood Times. "Ah yes," she said, "he's been
here, spent his book royalties, and is now working for tips as a guide
at Crystal Cave. I'M check on him if you really think you want him
on the project." The next day Howe reported back. Archer was available, but train fare would have to be sent in advance.
When the train arrived at the Pierre station—also our headquarters—the staff was prepared to meet a tall, leathery man wearing a plainsman's hat. Instead, the only debarking passenger was
short, chubby, and pink-cheeked. A few wisps of white hair fluttered
when his black felt hat blew off. He clutched a valise in which he
had a clean shirt and a dozen paperbacks. When I greeted him he
asked for Mr. Reese. He obviously was disappointed when I identified myself. "But you're too young," he said. A few years later he

Although he was not the tall, leathery plainsman expected by the
FWP staff, sheepherder Archer B. Gilfillan (shown here in his Deadwood
hotel room in the 1950s) proved his value as an ediinr and writer.
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would write, "Lisle was half my age and weight, but the best boss
1 ever had." I liked that.
Guidelines from the Washington headquarters kept changing. We
were preparing encyclopedia-type information, and we were confused about how these would form a "guide." In frustration I wrote
to Henry G. Alsberg, national director, for "more clear instructions."
My instructions were to proceed to Washington immediately.
The headquarters of the Federal Writers' Project was housed in
the former mansion of Evelyn Walsh McLean, owner of the famed
Hope Diamond. Temporary partitions in the ballroom served as offices for editors. Chandeliers, silk drapes and cardboard file cases—
as a westerner making his first visit to Washington, I accepted this
as a normal government situation.
I was especially anxious to meet George W. Cronyn, who had
signed the telegram hiring me. Besides, in "The American Guide
Manual" we had received it referred to him as a former English professor at the University of Montana. He was as warm and pleasant
as I had hoped. Cronyn told me he had prepared an encyclopedia
on North American Indians and that he noted from my resume that
I collected Sioux legends. He even took me to lunch. When three
women "from the project" stopped at our table, Cronyn made introductions and I will never forget one woman's comment to me;
"You caint be from South Dakota. You don't talk Southern!"
Alsberg explained to me during a brief encounter that plans for
the state books were undergoing change. Each would consist of a
few essays and a section on major cities; half of each volume would
bedevoted to mile-by-mile tours of all key highways. This was a major
departure from the manual which, I learned, had been written by
Cronyn. In a brief meeting with Katharine Kellock, "tours editor,"
I sensed internal friction in the top echelon. This businesslike
woman asked if I was familiar with the Baedecker guides to Europe.
Before I could say " n o " she was thrusting a file of tour instructions
into my hand and escorting me to the door. A few days after I returned to Pierre, George Cronyn wrote me that he was "out" as
associate director but that he would be in "Essays" and alert for
South Dakota's opening chapters.
Now that the format was settled, at least temporarily, it seemed
high time to get better organized. With the upstairs of the Pierre
railroad station serving as the central editorial office, it seemed
logical to have a few writers in each of the larger cities and a field
staff strategically situated to cover the other towns and the points
of interest along the state's highways. No limits were placed on the
number of persons to be placed on this project. One soon learned
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that the major limitation was finding personnel in locations where
one needed them; for Instance, no prospective writers-researchers
were on the WPA rolls in Brookings, Vermillion, or Yankton. As time
permitted between my two jobs, I visited district WPA offices to interview prospects as well as to get personally acquainted with those
who had been assigned by zealous personnel officers and social
workers. My 1931 Model A Ford roadster seldom rested.
Cities. First Aberdeen. There I found Luther E. ("Luke") Falk, a
newspaperman contemporary of my father's, eligible for WPA. He
had gained fame and friends in the region as the "Walking Reporter"
who interviewed people in surrounding towns. He was to be district
supervisor—and a very good one. He found talent on other WPA
projects and arranged transfers for Jess Shrader of Leola, Miles
McNickle of Doland, Audrey Ellyson of Aberdeen, and Eugene
Levine, a Jobless union organizer, also of Aberdeen. The Aberdeen
Chamber of Commerce provided office space.
At Huron, friendly Hubert Humphrey, a local druggist, suggested
Charles C. Moore, who was noted for his prolific letters to editors
and political handbills printed on his own job press. He had a Joke
for every occasion, which, at the time, was welcome. He also had
a pipeline to a promising politician, Hubert H. Humphrey, Jr.
Watertown's WPA office had no prospects, but a sports writer at
the Public Opinion reminded me that James Dore, whom I had
played football against in high school, was unemployed and dispirited. Dore said he would have no trouble covering this district, even
if he had to walk it. And he did walk or bus that area, not only providing material about its cities and towns but also fishing the lakes
and hunting pheasants in the cornfields before recommending
haunts for sportsmen.
The Mitchell WPA office provided Anastasia Tuttle, a sprightly
widow who "had never written anything in her life but was chocked
full of ideas," as she said. Stewart Brown, a well-educated young man
with unlimited enthusiasm but poor health, was a gold mine.
The Sioux Falls WPA district simply gave me a list of names as^
signed to "this project." What a group. George W Hall, whom I
chose as supervisor, was a "published author—7rue Stories and True
Confessions." Carl E. Brederson, graduate of a protestant seminary
and World War I chaplain, was between churches. Harry Blewitt had
been a car salesman, and Emi! Eckbert had been an insurance agent.
James Dawson, at Humboldt, was a World War veteran with a flair
for letter writing. Lyie Young of Hartford was into hexism and the
supernatural. Both would make valuable contributions later on.
Mary Wahl was secretary and leveling agent.
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The Black Hills, with Rapid City the project base, needed strong
representation. The first person assigned was Charles C. Haas of
Whitewood. When I went to meet him at his home, he appeared
in a fringed buckskin coat. Stetson hat, and huge mustache, a la
Buffalo Bill. He showed me his Spanish-American War record and
his clippings from various Black Hills newspapers. Next stop was
Sturgis to meet Max Poznanski, who had been a bank officer until
the bank failed. He too had a silver mustache and looked like a
movie actor. Next was Taylor Jackson in Rapid City, who had been
an itinerant printer before a car accident impaired his vision. He
too wore a Stetson and a wide smile. To supervise (if that is the word),
this group, I found red-haired Hazel O'Bryan, a recent journalism
student unable to find a job in her beloved Black Hills. She was from
Hot Springs, single and so personable that she secured office space
for the project in the Rapid City Police Station on main street.
In developing a field staff, we were fortunate to find Russell L.
Rice and his bride Hazel living in a tourist cabin at Philip. He had
sold some stories to pulp magazines but was on relief. He was
prepared to travel the west river country for the writers' project even
if it meant hitchhiking. Agnes Curley in DeSmet was recommended
by Aubrey Sherwood, a newspaper editor who knew both Rose
Wilder Lane, whose stories of the area appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, ano Harvey Dunn, artist for the Amer/can Legion Monthly and other magazines. Sherwood wanted to make sure these
people were researched and written about properly. And at Wentworth we enlisted J. J. Warns, whose paper had folded.
Nor was this opportunity lost on my Sioux friends. Sidney Bean
of the Rosebud reservation and the Saul brothers, John and Tom,
of Crow Creek needed the work, although writing down legends
was not work to them. Young Wilbur Bordeaux, Sioux Falls, whose
Brule father, William, was a court interpreter, grew up in Indian lore.
I tried to locate Jonas Keeble ("Tasonkesapa" in my Preface for
Legends of the Mighty Sioux), but he had left the state.
Raymond S. Griffiths needed a new life. As a graduate of Huron
College and athletic coach at Woonsocket High School, it was his
misfortune to slip on a bar of soap in the school shower after a
basketball victory. He ended up with a plate in his head and an
unrenewed teaching contract. So he became an editor for FWP in
our Pierre headquarters.
Meanwhile, during the summer of 1936, Congress was pressing
the Federal Writers' Project "to produce something in writing."
Henry Alsberg appealed to state directors to prepare local brochures
or local guides and to secure financial sponsors to print them. This
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was good news to the South Dakota unit. We had a massive collection of essays covering many subjects. To bolster sagging morale and
to showcase some of the writers. Archer Gilfillan proposed a monthly periodical to be called MSS. (Manuscripts). The first issue, run

OCTOBER
VJI.]

INC..-;

The brainchild of Archer Gilfillan, the monthly MSS.
ÍManuscripts; showcased the talents of both FWP and other writers
and artists, among them Mary Giddings, who drew this cover

off on my news bureau mimeograph, appeared in August 1936. After
the first issue, we invited nonproject people to submit poetry, prose,
and artwork. Poet Badger Clark, historian Fred Jennewein, and
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others became contributors; sketches by Sada Jones were sent in
without her knowledge. We contacted her in Madison with a promise that her work might get recognition and maybe a job
somewhere.^
The first local guide the project produced was A Guide to Pierre:
The Capital City and Its Vicinity. It was actually a folder with attractive photographs, financed by the Pierre Chamber of Commerce,
but it was the South Dakota project's opening salvo in the American
Guide Series. In Mitchell, local funds were provided for a booklet
of amusing anecdotes collected by Anastasia Tuttle, J. A. Cattrell,
and Stewart Brown. It was titled Pioneer Mitchell (1937).
Work on the state guidebook moved slowly and unsteadily. As
manuscripts, notes, questions, clippings, and photographs arrived
in Pierre, they were placed in certain piles and files geographically
or by subject. The opening chapters, or essays, were divided among
the three editors. Archer Gilfillan offered to tackle the history section, which would include state government, labor, and industry.
He also agreed to undertake the natural setting essay, dealing with
geology, paleontology, and climate. It did not take long to understand his willingness, as the research would be done in the quiet
of the state library and museum where long freight trains did not
pass through. Ray Griffiths asked to work on the agriculture and
transportation chapters. He would also supervise the collection of
material for the recreation essay.
As the opening "contemporary scene" chapter should be, we
thought, "brief and breezy," I was nominated and elected. It was
to be called "South Dakota Today." I also drew architecture, based
on my recent experience as a reporter covering the visit to the Black
Hills of Frank Lloyd Wright. Governor Berry had invited him to make
suggestions for replacing the burned frame Sylvan Lake Hotel.
Wright suggested a different site, which would be the extension upward of the mountain overlooking the little lake, and a building of
moss-covered rock and native tree slabs. I was impressed, but in
writing the chapter, I would need help later from professional architects. I also needed help with the chapter on Indians and Indian
life. Rev. David Clark, Episcopal missionary familiar with all nine
reservations in the state, arranged for me to visit each to meet tribal
leaders.
2. Lesta Van Der Wert Turchen's South Dakota MSS. (Manuscripts) ([Mitchell, S.Dak.]:
Dakota Wesleyan University Press, 1988) offers a thoughtful and definitive account
of this periodical. It includes reproductions of each of the nine issues and insights
about the contributors. For the cover of the book, Turchen chose Sada Jones's drawing General Store.
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That distribution of labor left the essays on religion and folklorefolkways. For the latter, we utilized statewide staff for a section called
"Language of the West." Gilfillan was a cinch to write about religion.
He had been close to graduation from an Episcopal seminary in
Chicago when certain events caused him to leave abruptly.
Professors at the University of South Dakota, the South Dakota
School of Mines, and South Dakota State University reviewed, corrected, and approved most of the essays. Our problems were
centered in the national office of the Federal Writers' Project. Essays
were returned with paragraphs stamped, "Cross-reference this and
move it to TOURS." I recall our frustration when the Mitchell manuscript describing the "World's Only Corn Palace" was red-lined,
"Delete 'world's only' as no other city would probably want one!"
In a reference to Mount Rushmore Memorial, we had included Gutzon Borglum's inscription, "The Shrine of Democracy." It was savagely attacked, "Delete—this is not a shrine to anything." To soothe our
irritation, we editors met after work often at Hildebrand's beer
parlor.
On the news bureau front, Merrill Herb of Aberdeen, a graduate
of South Dakota State, took over the service. My swan-song column
proposed that the South Dakota Board of Regents, in their search
for a new president of the University of South Dakota, do their
"homework" by considering I. D. Weeks, state superintendent of
public instruction, instead of an outsider for whom the position
would be a stepping stone in his resume. From the reaction, others
agreed.
I was now free to work full time for a part-time salary. A smiling
Mike Kennedy provided the solution, informing me that he was empowered to employ a state WPA information director—part time. So
many WPA projects—libraries, airports, fire stations, armories and
such—were being completed and needed publicity. Especially at
election time.
By the end of 1936, the writing of the South Dakota guide was
completed, illustrations prepared, and an assortment of photographs collected. In 1937, the Washington office arranged the publication of the first few guidebooks, and we assumed they would
publish South Dakota's. The United States Government Printing Office published Washington: City and Capital, and Houghton-Mifflin,
Boston, published the guides to six New England states. We did not
know (nor have I learned since) the details of the "arrangements"
with private book publishing firms. As far as we were concerned,
our mission was finished. The book was in Washington's hands.
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Not so. Word came down from Washington that no commercial
publisher would touch North or South Dakota without a financial
subsidy. Alsberg suggested "your friendly cowboy governor no
doubt has a 'discretionary fund' from which he could draw to subsidize one of the big Eastern publishing houses." 1 told him that
Tom Berry was no longer governor. The new governor would be
Leslie Jensen—a Republican. Alsberg rambled on about this being
the only state with only one bookstore and that it would be the only

Lawrence K. Fox devised a
plan to raise the funds and
backing through the South
Dakota legislature to
publish the South
Dakota guide.

State not included in the American Guide Series and ended with
a flat request that we seek an appropriation from the legislature.
Soon after the 1937 South Dakota State Legislature convened,
Lawrence K. Fox came up with another good idea. His plan, explained with typical dry and sly humor, was to incorporate a South
Dakota Guide Commission empowered to publish, sell, and otherwise distribute this book nationally to offer favorable publicity for
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the state. This idea, he thought, might appeal to the incoming Republican majority. As Fox wore the dual hats of state historian and
state librarian, he was highly regarded throughout the state. To
outline details of his guide commission plan, he brought together
Rep. George T. Mickelson, chairman of the appropriations committee in the house. Senators Jerry Lammers and E. M. Mumford,
Supreme Court Justice E. D. Roberts, Aberdeen attorney and clerk
of the senate Douglas W. Bantz, and me. We agreed at the outset
that the printing must be done within the state. An appropriation
of, say, two thousand dollars would serve as a revolving fund to be
reimbursed by book sales. Fox estimated that two thousand books
could be printed by the commission. Allowing for a twenty-five percent discount to schools and libraries, plus mailing costs, a small
profit could be realized to cover advertising and reviewer copies
if the book were priced at a fair cost of, say, two dollars per book.
Mickelson agreed to sponsor the bill.
During this legislative session also, the Custer State Park Board
submitted a budget that included authority and funds to publish
a booklet, to be prepared by the writers' project, which would tell
thestory of this huge Black Hills park area with its many attractions.
Park board members assured legislators that the writing, pictures,
and maps would be provided by the WPA writers' project at no cost
to the state.
Although the State Guide Commission appropriation drew no
organized opposition, it was described in committees as "frivolous"
and "at the bottom of the list of state needs." Robert O. Shaber of
Hudson, lobbyist for the South Dakota Press Association, rallied
nevv^paper editors to print more complimentary comments, and Ellsworth Karrigan, editorial writer of the Aberdeen American-News
came to Pierre for the final days. On the last day of the session,
Douglas Bantz managed to get the bill placed on the senate calendar. At midnight the clock was turned back. The last bill passed was
the "book bill." Governor Jensen permitted it to become law without
his signature. Victory. I wired the good news to Alsberg and relaxed.
As it would take several weeks—maybe months—for the state to
prepare specifications and advertise bids for the printing, the next
major project would be A Vacation Guide to Custer State Park, which
had also been approved in the final confusion. Where better to write
about the Black Hills, and this park in particular, than the pleasant
town of Custer? With the state WPA headquarters being moved from
Pierre to Mitchell (for whatever reasons or conditions I was not privy
to), Mike Kennedy approved the move of the writers' project headquarters to Custer for the summer. He suggested that under my
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other hat as WPA information officer, I could also arrange for the
dedication of some WPA building projects in the Hills.
Archer Gilfillan, Ray Griffiths, DeEtte Baillie, Sada Jones, Mary Giddings, Vivian Cline, and I would make the move from Pierre. Russell
and Hazel Rice welcomed the move from Philip. Hazel O'Bryan and
Taylor Jackson closed the Rapid City office to join the venture. Both
Ruth Baird and Marie Forsythe opted for Statehouse offers and
newcomer Conley Cebbie remained as our Pierre representative.
Gebbie, whose mother worked in the Statehouse, had returned to
Pierre with a journalism degree but no prospects for work. We provided a temporary assignment to read galley proofs for the state
guide, ship them to Washington for further editing, and send to me
in Custer those proofs the national office butchered. He also got
State Highway Department engineers to provide tracings of maps
for the state, the Black Hills, and major cities for final rendering in
Washington; each state would have a map folded into a pocket inside the back cover of its guidebook. Gebbie did such a good job
that he was hired by the Watertown Public Opinion; during World
War II, he served on the editorial staff of Yank magazine.
Hustling out to Custer, I found Mayor Eric Heidepriem waiting
for me at his hardware store. The Fox-Lammers-Mickelson coterie
had alerted him. (It was no secret that Fox, Mickelson, Lammers,
Roberts, Heidepriem, Friggens, Bantz, and Reese were fraternity
brothers.) The school board was prepared to turn over an elementary building, including utilities, for three months starting 8 June.
Everything seemed to be coming up roses. What an opportune
time to: (1) get married and (2) buy a new car! Girl friend Edith
("Hepzi") Obele, who had been office manager for the Department
of Social Welfare, was currently attending the University of South
Dakota. She was ready. So was the car dealer who took in my 1931
Eord roadster toward a 1937 Ford convertible.
The wedding was set for early morning, 5 June, so we could get
to Blue Bell Lodge in Custer State Park before dark. On 2 June the
bride-to-be and her mother arrived in Pierre to make arrangements;
Mrs. Obele had been married in the Episcopal church there, and
her parents were members. Hep's grandfather, James Hull, had been
a bullwhacker (driver of oxen-pulled freight wagons) on the Old
Deadwood Trail. The bridesmaid, Harriet Dowdell, sent word she
would be arriving from Mitchell "after work on the 4th." Douglas
Bantz, the best man, would bring my family from Aberdeen.
On 2 June, while staff members were clearing out desks and packing supplies. Western Union delivered a message from Alsberg. Jerre
Mangione, coordinating editor of FWP, would be "arriving Pierre
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Based in Custer white
working on A Vacation
Guide to Custer State
Park in the summer of
1937, the writers'
project staff included
(left to right) Russell L.
Rice, Archer B. Gilfillan,
Mary Giddings, Hazel
O'Bryan, unidentified,
and Marie Forsythe.

next day on urgent business." A few hours later another wire came,
this one from Mangione. He was in Minneapolis, having missed his
flight change in Chicago; he could get as far as Huron on a mail
plane Eriday, 4 June. Could someone meet him? DeEtte Baillie and
a friend who had a car volunteered to drive to Huron, meet the 8
A.M. plane, and race back to Pierre.
We had reserved a room for Mangione at the Saint Charles Hotel,
not knowing that a state convention of firemen would be in full
blaze. Baillie called me at a dinner party to say that Mangione was
"very handsome, very intense, and very irritated." I rushed to the
hotel where we met for the first time; it was a spirited meeting for
two men who would become lifelong friends. He apologized for
the intrusion and agreed to go with Baillie and her friend Opal Nagel
"for a ride in the Hills" after he read copies of our letters to Alsberg
stating that the guidebook would be printed by the state and our
office was moving; he might as well enjoy himself in Deadwood
before heading back to Washington.^
3. For Jerre Mangione's vivid, amusing, and confused account of this trip, see his
The Dream and The Deal: The Federal Writers' Project, 1935-1943 (Boston: Little, Brown
& Co., 1972). Also see Mangione to Reese, 4 July 1969 and 6 Jan. 1970, Richardson
Archives, 1. D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S.Dak.
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To prepare a guide for one of the nation's largest parks was not
a simple task. Including its wildlife refuge, it covered 126,000 acres.
Among its outstanding features were the Mount Rushmore Memorial, three large state-owned lodges, scenic roads, hiking and horseback trails, lakes and creeks stocked with fish, unexplored caves and
fossil beds, six hundred buffalo, twenty-five hundred elk, the highest
mountain east of the Rockies, and millions of flowers. The State
Game, Fish and Parks Department director, Oscar Johnson, asked
only that we obtain new, unpublished photographs and that we actually hike the trails and fish the creeks. We trudged through the
gulches to follow the route of General Custer's expedition of 1874
and panned in French Creek where gold had been discovered by
his party and set off a gold rush that changed the Black Hills forever.
We climbed peaks, sampled trout dinners at the swank lodges, and
bellied up to bars in surrounding villages where tourists gathered.

New bride
Edith ("Hepzi") Reese
poses with the couple's
new 1937 Ford convertible
at the remote Black Hills
cabin that the Reeses
rented during
preparation of the
Custer State Park
guide.
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Gutzon Borglum (above) treated
Lisle Reese and photographer W.
Lincoln Highton to a ride to the
top of Mount Rushmore in "the
cage." Among the scenes Highton
captured during a two-week tour
of the Black Hills area was this
one of Reese gazing through a
Badlands window near Cedar Pass.
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Humorous illustrated maps were a frequent feature in the South
Dakota Federal Writers' Project publications. Sada Jones drew
this one for A Vacation Guide to Custer State Park.
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The need for a talented, professional photographer was solved
by Henry Alsberg when he borrowed W Lincoln Highton from
another federal agency for two weeks. Young Lincoln Highton arrived full of energy and enthusiasm. He was an admirer of Gutzon
Borglum's sculptures. Mount Rushmore was our first stop, where
Borglum himself promptly took charge. With his son Lincoln, we
were taken "in the cage" to the top of the granite cliff and allowed
to stand on the scaffolds where artists using jackhammers carved
into the rock. I stood in Jefferson's eye—my feet resting on his lower
lid and my head just under his eyebrow. We also visited the studio
and had lunch at the Borglum ranch.
As we still needed good photographs for the upcoming state
guide, I kept Lincoln Highton on the go day and night. His artistry
caught the Homestake Gold Mine at night and the Badlands in the
moonlight. He waited an hour for the right cloud to pose over
Stockade Lake and caught the despair of a prairie farmer looking
at his stunted crop. Now we had pictures to go with our thousands
of words.
A Vacation Guide to Custer State Park is a condensation of two
months' work and fun. The thirty-two-page guide, illustrated with
Lincoln Highton's photographs and Sada Jones's etchings, includes
sixteen tours of roads and trails with simple maps to follow. The
state commission ordered an initial printing of twenty-five thousand
copies.'*
With our mission in the Black Hills completed in late August, the
state WPA office directed the project to headquarter in Mitchell.
Hepzi and I had rented a remote log cabin on a mountainside where
cool winds came early. I knew it was time to move when she came
to bed wearing her ski outfit.
Returning to Pierre was Mary Giddings, whose art work in MSS.
had won her a good position in the Statehouse. Vivian Cline opted
for marriage and a move to California. Hazel O'Bryan returned to
Hot Springs to free-lance travel articles. Taylor ¡ackson was assigned
to the library in Rapid City to work on a project book tentatively
called "Annals of Rapid City."
In Mitchell, we were assigned some unused offices over what had
been a bank. Archer Gilfillan, Sada Jones, Raymond Griffiths, Russell

4.1 sent my last copy of this guide, piusa rare Highton photograph of Cutzon and
Lincoln Borgium at work, to Neville Seeley, Rapid City, for inclusion in the 1991
Rushmore observation featuring Près. George Bush. Seeley is a cousin of the late
Cov. Ceorge S. Mickelson.
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Attentive to their work in the Mitchell headquarters are South DakoU I WP
Staff members (left to right) Ruth Kooch, Naomi Runestad, Lester Williams, Helen
Moeckle, Russell Rice, Avis Carpenter, and Archer Gilfillan.

Rice, DeEtte Baillie, and I were soon to be joined by some of the
editor-printers I had contacted earlier, plus a few new members. Exnewspaper editor H. G. Burrill moved his family from the Winner
area; Edward Noble and Joe Lord arrived from other towns. Ruth
Kooch was a jobless linotypist with two small children. Lester
Williams and his son Dale, both certified to WPA, came from nearby Ethan. We also welcomed Lois Cornell, a published poet, and
three young secretary-typists: Naomi Runestad, Helen Moeckle, and
Avis Carpenter.
WPA had no provision for printing projects, nor had any writers'
projects in other states tried publishing its own works. South Dakota
WPA administrator Mike Kennedy approved a trial run so long as
no WPA funds were used for equipment or supplies. As Eederal
Writers' Project publications were required to have "cooperating
sponsors" (such as state or county agencies, chambers of commerce,
libraries, colleges, historical societies) to underwrite printing costs,
several worthy manuscripts had little chance of finding a publisher.
All we needed was a cooperating sponsor. So a nonprofit organization called the South Dakota Writers' League was formed—memberships free, no dues. Mss. (Manuscripts) had a circulation (free)
of about one thousand by late 1937, so moral support for the new
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league was forthcoming from its readers. In addition to project
workers and nonproject guest contributors, a number of kindred
spirits showed interest. These included poet Badger Clark; sculptor
Gutzon Borglum; editors Robert Lusk (Huron), E. J. Karrigan (Aberdeen), Aubrey Sherwood (DeSmet), Francis Case (Custer), and
Elizabeth Howe (Deadwood); and librarians Lora Crouch (Mitchell),
Marjorie Smith (Rapid City), and Mabel K. Richardson (USD).
Lester Williams solved the equipment concern. When he lost his
right arm in an automobile accident, he also lost ownership of his
Ethan newspaper due to hospital bills and damage costs, but he
salvaged a small job press, a paper cutter, a stitcher, and a few fonts
of type. The Williamses and their families rented a large old house
in which a back room served as the print shop for the South Dakota
Writers' Project and the Writers' League. The South Dakota Press
Association sent notices to its members asking for donations of type,
card or paper stock, and ink (in colors). Almost every day the bus
terminal would call for someone to pick up a carton. The project
printers were as excited as children in a pet shop.
Meanwhile, the editors in the Washington FWP office seemed to
be having a field day with the galley proofs of the South Dakota
Guide. They blue-penciled sentences, revised paragraphs and inserted a mass of abbreviations in the tour section. Tom Roberts,
owner of the State Publishing Company in Pierre, hardly needed
a telephone when he called me in Mitchell. His type was tied up,
his schedule was in shambles, and he would have to charge overtime for the changes in copy.
Our Mount Rushmore essay was the breaking point. Gutzon
Borglum had approved the original copy, so I sent him the re-edited
galleys. A few days later I received a wire from Washington: "COME
SOONEST OUR EXPENSE."
Alsberg was grinning when we shook hands. At least I wasn't being
fired. "You seem," he said, "to have the world's most famous
sculptor on your side." He went on to explain that Borglum had sent
the offending proof, along with his own caustic comments, direct
to Holgar Cahill, national director of the Federal Art Project, a mutual
colleague. "From now on when you have what we call 'delicate
material,' please address it to my personal attention," Alsberg said.
It just so happened I had a "delicate" and deleted galley in the
file folder I was carrying. I showed Alsberg a Lincoln Highton photograph of Calamity Jane's ornate (pink quartz) gravestone in Deadwood and my "dis-approved" caption: "In this Gold Rush era 'when
men were men and women were scarce,' Calamity Jane made her
living, but now she sleeps alone beneath this marker in Mt. Moriah
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cemetery." Alsberg grabbed my copy, crossed out "alone" and
signed it, "Approved HGA."^
While I was in Alsberg's office, he brought in his new assistant
director. Reed Harris. "You two should get along," Alsberg said.
"You're both rebels." Later I learned that Harris had been expelled
from Columbia University for exposing that football players, including himself, were "receiving under-the-table payments." Reed Harris promised to come to South Dakota if I had more problems.
More problems? I told him I had a file folder full right in my hand
if he could spare a few minutes. In his office I laid out several
samples of Sada Jones's line drawings that we had planned to use
as chapter headings and a pictorial map I had drawn for end sheets.
He looked at each one, grinned, shook his head approvingly, and
then spoke softly. "Sorry, they do not conform with the format for
the state guides. They are great, though. Original. Amusing. Tell you
what: insert them when you prepare the page proofs, but instead
of sending them to Washington alert me. I will come there." When
I left, or rather floated out of, Harris's office, Lincoln Highton was
waiting to take me to dinner and to the station for the train ride
home.
True to his word. Reed Harris came to Mitchell, approved the
sketches for chapter headings and seventeen other line drawings.
However, my name had to be deleted from the pictorial map end
sheets. Instead, we would have a page listing all the art work with
proper credits. Fine. We also finalized the selection of photographs.
A picture of a Sioux chief, provided by the South Dakota State
Historical Society, would provide the frontispiece. There would be
eight sections, each with eight pages of photographs, captions for
that section in italics, a title, and one or more essays. These sections were "Introducing South Dakota," "Pioneer Trails," "Cities of
the 'Middle Border,' " "Cities Built by Gold," "The People and Their
Schools," "Ranch, Range and Badlands," "Heights and Depths of
the Black Hills," and "Ghosts of the Past."
It was not permissible to identify writers by name in this or other
American Guide Series publications. While no rationale was given,
one presumes that an essay written in Kadoka would go through
so many state and national editors it would no longer be recognized
by its author. State directors, who were allowed to write and sign
5. In a review published 5 August 1938, this caption was quoted in describing A
South Dakota Guide as "arresting and refreshing. . . . neither an academic history
nor a booster book." The reviewer concluded, "few punches are pulled," and "it
is likely that the book will be appreciated even more outside the state than within."
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prefaces, could not give credit to individual writers. In these notes
for the South Dakota State Historical Society, I have tried to give
credit and recognize individuals.
However, credit could be given in the prefatory pages to photographers because most were not part of the WPA project. This helped
in securing original and unusual pictures. In addition to W. Lincoln
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Highton, individual contributors included Richard C. Miller, Pierre
photographer; E. G. Trotzig and W. H. Over, University of South
Dakota faculty; Norman J. Anderson, Watertown photographer; John
A. Bailey of the-AöerdeenAmer/can-News; Harold Spitznagel, Sioux
Falls architect; Joe Fassbender, Spearfish photographer; Capt. Albert
W. Stevens, the stratosphere balloon pilot; my father; and me.
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Unlike any of the other state guides. South Dakota's would have
a red cover with white lettering (USD colors). The dust jacket would
feature a collage of state scenes on the front, a historical map of
the Black Hills on the back, and the stratosphere balloon ascending the spine.**
For the Federal Writers' Project in South Dakota, 1938 was a big
year. Sodbusters: Tales of Southeastern South Dakota, a collection
of anecdotes collected by the Sioux Falls writers' project group and
sponsored by the South Dakota Writers' League, appeared early. It
was the first publication of our printing unit, which would produce
a series of attractive, popular booklets. This twenty-eight-page illustrated publication featured a two-color woodblock cover.
Unfinished Histories: Tales of Aberdeen and Brown County, the
first of several titles to come from the prolific writers' group work6. This jacketed book is featured at the entrance of the American Cuide Series
wing in the Broward County Library in Fort Lauderdale.

During 1938, Sodbusters led off a series of attractive, popular booklets produced
at the newly organized printing unit of the South Dakota FWP. The Mitchell
guide was one of several titles in the American Guide Series that followed.
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ing out of Aberdeen, was also published by the South Dakota
Writers' League. The first edition contained fifty-eight pages, but a
second issue omitted one chapter ("Aberdeen's Home Guards") at
the request of the WPA headquarters in Washington. One of the
New York newspapers reported objections from a communist bloc
to a chapter dealing with International Workers of the World (IWW)
attempts to sabotage harvests in South Dakota during World War
I. While we offered to prove the reliability of our case, Aubrey
Williams, deputy to Harry Hopkins, advised us to drop the matter;
they were already getting too much criticism of the infiltrated New
York City project.
During the winter, two more little publications were issued. Prairie
Tamers of Miner County (thirty-six pages), sponsored by the Carthage Public Library Board and printed by the South Dakota Writers'
League. It was illustrated by the newly formed WPA Art Project.
Douglas County Tales and Towns (twenty-two pages) was sponsored
by the Armour Public Library Board and printed by the Armour
Herald.
Distribution of these early booklets presented a minor problem.
All copies were complimentary. Our group of ex-editors, familiar
with circulation lists, prepared a flexible plan. Packets of copies
would be sent to the Washington office, the state and district WPA
offices, and the local unit involved; single copies would go to the
State Historical Society, each college and public library, major newspapers, members of the South Dakota Writers' League, and the
Library of Congress.
When the Mitchell Chamber of Commerce called to ask for an
appointment, we did not know what to expect. The committee had
received a copy of the Vacation Cuide to Custer State Park and was
impressed. Could we do something similar but less costly? We could
and did. Mitchell, South Dakota: An Industrial and Recreational
Guide, with an orange cover and attractive illustrations, was the
result. The Mitchell chamber provided funds for commercial
printing.
The big event of 1938, however, was the appearance of the South
Dakota Cuide. I joined friend Lawrence K. Eox, chairman of the
South Dakota Guide Commission, at the State Publishing Company
in Pierre to look at the first copies from the bindery. He was pleased,
too, but it had taken more than a year to materialize. The twentyfive hundred copies were delivered to the State Soldiers' and Sailors'
World War Memorial building, headquarters of the State Historical
Society. We found ourselves in the bookselling and marketing
business, which was, for me, a new experience. Eox had published
Fox's Who's Who and historical society quarterlies.
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We had hoped to find a wholesaler or distributor, but that proved
impossible. The guide commission had set a retail price of two
dollars per copy, leaving little or no provision for free review copies,
sales promotion, and the forty-percent discount required by bookstores. Mail orders to the commission were brisk and bothersome
because staff of the State Historical Society had to handle packaging and mailing. By default, I became the statewide distributor. Cartons of books were packed into my car; on trips around the state,
I called on department stores, drugstores, and tourist outlets. Most
accepted a dozen or so books "on consignment" as a courtesy,
A few months later the 1939 legislature abolished the South Dakota
Guide Commission and directed that remaining copies of South
Dakota Cuide be distributed free to school libraries. To Fox's credit,
he predicted the book would eventually become a collectors' item.''
He carefully wrapped and stored all the plates of the photographs,
illustrations, and maps. The type was melted down.
In 1939, the Washington headquarters was in turmoil and going
through reorganization, leaving us to wonder what would happen
now that our mission was completed. Henry Alsberg, Jerre
Mangione, and Reed Harris were gone. We felt orphaned. A new
directive required each state's Federal Writers' Project to (1) secure
local sponsorship, (2) change its name, and (3) report to a regional
supervisor. Projects became "programs" and directors became
"supervisors." No mention was made of changes in funding, nor
reduction of personnel, but the news reports were startling.
Congress had changed the name of the Works Progress Administration to Work Projects Administration, indicating a shift to more
construction and fewer professional and service efforts. Harry L
Hopkins, originator of WPA and former social worker, was elevated
to a Cabinet post and succeeded by Col. Francis Harrington, an army
engineer. Federal Number One (art, music, theatre, and writers) projects were targeted by the House Committee on Un-American Activities. The Dies committee accused the Federal Writers' Projects
in Boston and New York of harboring communist sympathizers.
Colonel Harrington summarily fired Alsberg; Mangione and Harris
resigned in protest.

7. Fox's prediction would come true a few years later at a time when be was a dealer
in rare books, operating the Banyan Book Company in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Fox
and his wife had moved there when Harriet Jane, their daughter, was a senior at Louisiana State University. Fox entered graduate school, and they became the school's
first father-daughter graduates (1946), he with an M.A. in history and she with a B.A.
in journalism. After a year teaching at McKendree College, he concentrated on locating
antiquarian books for collectors nationwide. He died in 1974.
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In spite of the bad news, the three-part directive turned out to
be a bonanza for what became, almost overnight, the South Dakota
Writers' Program {although we continued to use the word Project).
A trip to Vermillion to meet with I. D. Weeks, president of the University of South Dakota, was perfectly timed. Following a meeting of
key staff and faculty, he notified us that the university would be
pleased to serve as official sponsor, especially as none of their funds
were involved. The university would donate the time and services
of faculty and staff. We learned that Weeks had recruited Edward
C Ehrensperger from Harvard to head the Department of English
and that Ehrensperger was anxious to research and publish South
Dakota place-names.
The third element, regional supervision, was especially welcome
as the projects now being worked on in South Dakota deviated from
the "guides format" set down by Washington. At earlier meetings
of state directors, I had always admired John T. Frederick of Illinois.
As a professor of English at Northwestern University, he also wrote
a weekly column, "Men and Books," for a Chicago newspaper and
reviewed books on radio. As the new regional director, he promptly endorsed our place-names study; later he would secure a Chicago
publisher for the Indian legends book.
During this transition, Sada Jones received an offer to continue
her art work for a Minneapolis firm. The newly established Federal
Art Project became the South Dakota Art Program, to which we
transferred the Saul brothers from the Crow Creek reservation. In
a spirit of cooperation. Director Andre Boratko, William Lackey, and
Oscar Howe agreed to illustratefuture writers'program publications.
When Archer Gilfillan and I met with Ehrensperger, it was obvious
we shared mutual interest in "the origin of place-names." We already
had a fair collection of unusual names on three-by-five cards but
needed direction. Ehrensperger agreed to serve as supervisor of the
project with Gilfillan as editor. For the next several months, most
of the field staff and all available typists would be helping Gilfillan.
Interviews of old-timers, searches in courthouse records, studies
of maps, and appeals in newspapers turned up literally thousands
of names of places—lakes, rivers, creeks, gulches, canyons, mountains, buttes, parks, historical sites, gold mines, villages, towns, counties, and reservations. Some names were controversial, some
frivolous, and some wondrously original and printable substitutes
for the real ones. Because there were so many place-names accruing, they were published by categories. Each edition was mimeographed, with a printed cover. After issuing six individual sections
in 1940-1941, the project published a compilation in 1941 as South
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General Store was the work of Sada Jones whose abilities
were discovered when her sketches were submitted to a
writers' project publication without her knowledge.
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Dakota Place Names, a huge volume of 690 pages, under the
auspices of the University of South Dakota.^
Scholars concerned with, or interested in, American literature may
find the Hamlin Garland Memorial of special interest. In 1936, the
Aberdeen unitof the South Dakota FWP published a mimeographed
pamphlet of that title as a favor to the Ordway Community Club
and Brown County Commission. Luther Faik, who supervised the
writers' group in Aberdeen, also served as an occasional commentator for radio station KABR. As he reported his research into Hamlin
Garland's books about homesteading in that area, a movement had
developed to recognize the author with a granite boulder and
bronze plaque near Ordway. Garland did not attend the 1936 ceremony for which the project prepared the original edition of the
Hamlin Garland Memorial.
During the next few months, the project received requests for a
more comprehensive publication to identify the settings of his noted
Middle Border books and short stories. Falk and the Aberdeen staff
found considerable material, but they did not receive much enthusiasm from Garland, who lived in Hollywood. Wife Hepzi and
I, joined by Harriet Dowdell, had planned a short vacation trip to
California, so I carried the Garland address along just in case he
would be willing to see me. When I called the Garland residence
to ask if I could visit the author, I was told to come the next morning at ten.
I foundaplacetoparkinalaneoff DeMille Drive, found the gated
entrance, and was welcomed by Garland in his library. In our discussion (he did most of the talking), he expressed some reservations
about being "memorialized" while he was very much alive. Seventyseven, he said. He showed me a small flyer for a motion picture
titled Hamlin Garland, Dean of American Letters. With the passing
of William Dean Howellsas "Dean of American Literature," Garland
obliquely suggested that he was now entitled to that role. He kept
launching into long descriptions of his current experiments in
spiritualism, and I had difficulty keeping him grounded. Finally, he
asked me to come back the next day to pick up a letter that he would
write for a new edition of Hamlin Garland Memorial.

8. Thomas ). Casque of the English Department at the University of South Dakota
offers the best critique of South Dakota Place Names in his "Patterns in South Dakota
Placenames," which was presented originally at the Black Hills History Conference
in Spearfish, South Dakota, on 5 April 198a Ehrensperger, upon his retirement from
teaching, selected Gasque to continue the place-names study. Gasque serves as editor
of Names, the journal of the American Name Society.
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When I reached my car, a burly uniformed man halted me. "Is
this your car?" he demanded. "Do you know you are parked in Cecil
B. DeMille's private entrance driveway?" When I started to get into
the car, he stopped me again. "South Dakota, eh?" as he pointed
to mycar license. Then, more friendly, he continued, "I lived in Kimball until the drought drove me out." When I told him that Garland
was also from South Dakota, the guard nearly fainted.
The next day Garland had his letter and a photograph ready. The
letter became the Eoreword in the 1939 American Guide Series edition of the Hamlin Carland Memorial. When I wrote the Preface for
this new edition, the Washington office deleted all reference to the
personal interview "as it might appear the trip was made at government expense." The information gleaned from the interview,
however, appears on pages 32 and 33. Ealk and the Aberdeen staff
were denied credit for their writing, but I did manage to slip in his
name as part of the Preface. Please note, too, that Lawrence K. Fox,
state librarian, was the cooperating sponsor. The deckle-edged pages
of the memorial were achieved by tearing twenty-four-pound mimeograph sheets. All the type was handset by the South Dakota
Writers' League print shop.
Another title on the 1939 publication list was Homesteaders of
McPherson County The uncredited author was Jesse Strader of
Leola, a jobless schoolteacher who was rehired the next year. To
justify my part-time role as director of WPA information, the South
Dakota Writers' Project and the South Dakota Writers' League also
prepared and printed two special publications. Schools and Their
Builders (1939) pictured many of the schoolhouses and playgrounds
constructed by WPA workers. Builders of Prairie Lakes (1940) pictured
scores of new lakes and stock ponds formed by WPA-built dams.
Meanwhile, the South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks Commission
was so pleased with the public acceptance of the Vacation Cuide
to Custer State Parfc that it commissioned the South Dakota Writers'
Project to prepare and illustrate a publication dealing with the importation and importance of Chinese ringneck pheasants. This assignment went to Russell L. Rice, for whom it was a natural. We
called this project "50 million pheasants" for a phrase popular at
the time, "Fifty Million Frenchmen Can't Be Wrong."
The years 1940 and 1941 were productive ones, especially for the
Aberdeen unit. Aberdeen; >\ M/dcZ/e ßorc/er Of)/, a ninety-four-page
illustrated book, appeared in 1940. Written by the group in Aberdeen, it was sponsored by the University of South Dakota and
printed in handset type by the staff in Mitchell. L. Frank Baum's "Our
Landlady"—a reprinting of newspaper columns written by Baum
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"OUR LANDLADY"
L.

f RA^ H

B A I. M

Annulaled by

DAKOTA WHITER^' PROJECT

After producing Aberdeen:
A Middle Border City in 1940,
the Aberdeen unit of the South
Dakota Writers' Project issued a
collection of satirical nineteenthcentury newspaper columns that
L. Frank Baum had written while
living in South Dakota. Andre
Boratko's interpretation of the
landlady appeared on the cover.
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years before he wrote the Wizard of Oz—has become one of the
most rare and most valuable of the small books in the American
Guide Series. In their research, the Aberdeen writers explored old
files of the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, a weekly newspaper edited
by Baum before, as he said, "the sheriff wanted it more than he
did." His "Our Landlady" columns satirized the town, the times,
and the citizens, sometimes fantasizing the future. Only thirteen
columns were reprinted as being of local interest; notations identifying Aberdeen people and places were printed in italics as marginalia.** A sketch of what artist Andre Boratko thought the landlady
looked like is on the cover. This 1941 booklet of forty-six pages was
sponsored by the Friends of the Middle Border in Mitchell and
printed in handset type by the Prairie Writers' League Workshop.
The workshop was the new title for the South Dakota Writers' League
print shop. It came about as the result of confusion caused by the
similarity between South Dakota Writers' Project and South Dakota
Writers' League. A poll of league members favored the new title.
Sada Jones contributed a buffalo logo for our stationery letterhead.
Another 1940 title. South Dakota, a thirty-two-page booklet
published by Bacon and Wieck of New York, appeared as one of
the American Recreation Series publications. I was told at the time
that the four-page introduction was a "perfect capsule" of the times
and places—it would be interesting to have the reactions of readers
today.
As he worked on copy for the "50 million pheasants" project,
Russell Rice came up with the idea of including the various ways
of cooking and serving pheasant. A statewide contest was held for
the best recipes, which were printed as a part of the ninety-fourpage illustrated book. The appearance of Fiñy Million Pheasants
coincided with the opening of the 1941 hunting season and brought
favorable attention to the sponsoring State Game, Fish and Parks
Commission.
With all these publications in circulation or awaiting the printing
process in 1941, some of us began looking for other positions. Bill
Worthen joined the army. Russell Rice and Ray Griffiths prepared
resumes to send to newspapers. I was contacted by the Public Work

9.1 am delighted with the good news that Nancy Tystad Koupal, director of publications. South Dakota State Historical Society, is preparing a major work that will annotate and reprint the entire run of Baum's "Our Landlady" columns. See her "The
'Our Landlady Columns of L. Frank Baum," Baum Bugle 36, no. 3 (Winter 1992): 17-22,
and her article on Baum's life in Aberdeen, "The Wonderful Wizard of the V^est:
L. Frank Baum in South Dakota," Créai Plains Quarterly 9 (Fall 1989); 203-15.
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Reserve—a federal agency created to survey cities applying for military installations in case of war.
Meanwhile, we learned that John D. Newsom, who served briefly
as director of the Michigan writers' program and who was an army
colleague of Cofonel Harrington, was our new national director.
(Some of us had been pulling for Harlan Hatcher of Ohio; he later
became president of the University of Michigan.) In memoranda
to state supervisors, Newsom announced that three states had discontinued their WPA writers' projects and others would likely follow.
In October I wrote Newsom for some advice. On 31 October, I
received his personal, candid opinion. "I am sorry to learn that you
are thinking of leaving the South Dakota Writers' Project," he wrote.
"I wish I could offer you a better job with the Program, but as matters now stand, I would be doing you a disservice if I were to hold
out any hope of promotion. Any expansion of the Writers' Program
at this time is out of the question. It is far more probable that we
shall have to curtail some of our activities as the National Defense
Program expands." He urged me to accept the position I had been
offered with the Public Work Reserve (PWR), but I was reluctant to
move on just yet.
For several years I had been collecting legends and stories as told
by Sioux people on the Sisseton, Crow Creek, and Cheyenne River
reservations. Too, I had access to the diaries of two former missionaries to the Lakotas on the Pine Ridge and Rosebud reservations;
in each diary the customs and legends were carefully detailed. I had
planned in another year or two to include some biographies, songs,
and symbols for a book of my own to be called Legends of the
Mighty Sioux. To prolong the life of the South Dakota WPA writers'
program, it seemed expedient at the time to become this book's
stepfather. Sidney Bean's four stories in MSS.(Manuscripts) were included along with two contributed by Wilbur Bordeaux and one
by Elaine White. From the place-names file came the stories of how
Bear Butte, Standing Rock, and the Black Hills got their names.
To illustrate the forty-five legends and stories, Oscar Howe of the
WPA art project offered to provide some authentic drawings, and
the Saul brothers would draw symbols. It was Cordelia Shevling of
the State Department of Public Instruction who suggested that Sioux
schoolchildren be invited to help with illustrations. She arranged
for me to visit a rural school with some talented seventh and eighth
graders. I would read a story, and they would make pencil sketches
of their interpretations. Those by Noah Jumping Elk, Vonette Rud,
and Crover Horned Antelope were superb. Oscar Howe redrew
them "to scale for printing," and eleven of their sketches were included.
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After the Washington office approved the manuscript, including
my full name as "supervisor," I sent it to John T. Frederick in Chicago.
He reported that Albert Whitman and Company, publishers of
schoolbooks, was interested. I was on the next train. It was agreed
that the Young Citizens League of the South Dakota Department
of Public Instruction would share in any net profits for use in Indian schools to buy books and crafts. Legends of the Mighty Sioux
received nationwide attention and reviews.'"
10. Gideon Seymour, an editor on the Minneapolis Star journal and Tribune, wrote
methat he saw the book displayed in a New York bookstore window, and I still have
a clipping from the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader In 1987, I learned from Tom Gasque that
Legends of the Mighty Sioux had been reprinted, with an introduction by Virginia
Driving Hawk Sneve. As its original author-editor, I am delighted that it has been
reprinted but disappointed that I was not contacted during the process. Someday
a Lakota/Dakota scholar may recognize the help of non-Indians in preserving the
culture. To that future scholar, I suggest research into the life and lineage of
Tasonkesapa who, in the Preface, coveted my tennis shoes after relating "The Story
of a Hard Winter." In the 1920s and 1930s, he was known as )onas Keeble, minister
of the Enemy Swim Episcopal Church. Simple research will reveal that Jonas Keeble,
orTasonkesapa, was the grandson of Albert Barse who came to Dakota Territory from

Sioux schoolchildren drew pencil sketches to illustrate the
legends Lisle Reese read to them, and Oscar Howe redrew the
sketches for publication in Legends of the Mighty Sioux.
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In November 1941,1 wrote the Public Work Reserve office in Washington that I was prepared to begin work on or about 1 February
1942. Ray Griffiths was working on the sixth chapter of a proposed
history of west river cattle ranches tentatively titled "Cows and Men."
Russell Rice had a side job as a reporter for the Mitchell Cazette
and was being considered by the Bisbee Daily Review in Arizona.
I turned over my desk and duties to Archer Gilfillan.
My first PWR assignment was in Sioux Falls. The War Department
was preparing to lease a thousand acres from the city for an Army
Air Corps Technical Radio School. The team—an attorney, two engineers, and me—turned in a very favorable report.
On 7 August 1942, I volunteered for the service, traveling to Fort
Crook, Nebraska, to enlist and take preliminary tests. On 19 October
I was inducted into the army as a private. The Army Signal Corps,
and later the United States Air Force, provided a three-year guided
tour of places I never wanted to visit. However, my "guidebook"
instincts took over in the Mariana Islands, where I edited and wrote
a weekly column for the 73rd Bomb Wing newspaper. I took pictures of native Chammorro people and settings, and I ended up
with rare photos of Japan from the air that later became part of a
scrapbook titled Saipan, USA: America's Newest and Most Intriguing Island Possession (1991)."
Discharged as a first lieutenant early in 1946, I hustled to Sioux
Falls where Hepzi had been living with her parents and working
as secretary to the base surgeon at the airbase hospital during my
long year in the Pacific. Next we headed for the Hills. The Reese
family had moved again, this time to Rapid City. En route we stopped
in Mitchell to see Ethel Dowdell Abild. She told us the Writers' Project files had been carted to USD, that Mike Kennedy had become
an executive with Northwest Airlines in Minneapolis, and that Archer
Gilfillan was librarian at an army bomb storage depot near Provo,
South Dakota.

New York, following the advice of Horace Greeley's "Go West, Young Man." Barse
married the daughter of Chief One Road, enhancing business at his trading post
in the Pickerel Lake area.
11. Saipan, USA describes itself on the cover as a "Timely, Updated World War II
Scrapbook by Montana Lisle Reese, an American Who Thought He Was Witnessing
the Destruction of the Japanese Empire." It has sixty-five photographs, guidebookstyle essays, maps, and an air tour of Tokyo. Copies were donated to the schools
of the United States Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. It is also
available at the Library of Congress, National Archives, United States Air Force
Academy, South Dakota State Historical Society, University of South Dakota, and South
Dakota Air and Space Museum.
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Returning to South
Dakota after service in
World War II, Lisle
Reese dolled up in his
uniform to pay a surprise
visit to "father" Archer
Gilfillan at the Black
Hills Ordnance Depot.

Once settled in Rapid, I decided to visit Archer. Friends told me
that the Black Hills Ordnance Depot was mostly civilian, mostly
women. The latter would appeal to Archer. Wearing my uniform,
I parked at the entrance gate and entered the guard station. ! told
the MP in charge—in a voice the civilians could overhear—that 1
had come to see Mr. Archer B. Cilfillan.
"You see," I said, "I am his illegitimate son. 1 wish to surprise him.
Kindly ask your people to respect his privacy and mine."
By the time I found the library, it was crowded with people trying
to act casual. When he saw me, he fell out of his chair. We both
wept. When a lunch bell sounded, people pretending to read
dispersed. Archer and I were directed to a private table. As we talked,
several women smiled or waved at the old bachelor, but no one
stopped to talk. I left quietly after giving him a lawyer-type portfolio in which there was a supply of his favorite bourbon. Two days
later I received this note: "You are still my favorite bastard."
During 1946 we lived in Rapid City where I worked for Snap Ads
to learn the offset printing business. I also spent considerable time
with Lincoln Borglum preparing a series of articles seeking nation-
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wide support to complete the Mount Rushmore carvings. Weekends
we visited and photographed new museums, pottery shops, reopened mines, and special events for possible magazine articles.
One prospective buyer was the Farmer, a popular magazine printed
by the Webb Publishing Company in Saint Paul. I sent a packet to
its editor, who showed the material to the director of Itasca Press,
a new Webb book division. I was advised to put the articles into
book form, which i did. On 13 November, I received a reply from
Paul C Hillestad, the director, thanking me for my letter and revised
manuscript. He had gone through the material quickly, was impressed, and wanted to discuss it with me if I came to the Twin Cities
the following month.
When I met with Hillestad and Reuel Harmon, son of the owner,
I was offered the position of "nonfiction editor"; we would discuss
the Black Hills book sometime in the future. We moved to Saint
Paul early in 1947. I promptly located Mike Kennedy, who missed
the pleasantries of his old WPA job. At Webb, I was assigned a desk
reputedly used by Lila Acheson Wallace when she and her husband
were starting Reader's Digest there. I edited several "how to" books,
attended boring luncheons, and kept trying for a dialogue about
the Black Hills project.
While spending the Christmas holidays in Sioux Falls with Hepzi's
parents, I talked to A. C. Halls, former speaker of the South Dakota
House of Representatives and former American Legion state commander, who told methat he and some of our mutual friends were
planning to organize a fund-raising drive for crippled children in
the east river area. He asked if I thought I could organize sponsors
as I had with the writers' project. I thought he was joking.
When I returned to Saint Paul, Hiilestad said their sales representative was checking out the Black Hills market. His report, a few
days later, pointed out that there was only one bookstore in the area,
that major towns and attractions gave out "free guides" to tourists,
and that sales to schools and libraries would be minimal. He suggested Itasca might risk a small, pocket-sized book of photographs.
I should have listened. Instead, I quit.
In the spring of 194Ö, we returned to South Dakota at the invitation of some of the same legislators and others I had worked with
in getting/\Soíví/7 Dakota Cu/de published. This group had formed
a nonprofit corporation to "plan, raise the funds, build and put into
operation a Crippled Children's Hospital and School in Sioux Falls."
They had received a five-thousand-dollar grant from Faster Seals,
which they hoped to parlay into five hundred thousand dollars. That
became my mission and responsibility. It would take four years. Dur-
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ing this period, Joe Foss and I became close friends in the cause
of funding projects for crippled children. His daughter had cerebral
palsy and his son had had a mild case of polio.
Although the Federal Writers' Projects were officially dead, I
became a born-again guide writer-editor while in Sioux Falls. Henry
G. Alsberg reached me in 1948 to report that his original dream of
a composite guide to the United States was in the works. Walter
Freese, president of Hastings House publishers in New York, had
agreed to publish The American Guide as a commercial venture.
Alsberg wrote that he was serving as editor and asking ten of his
"trusted" former colleagues to serve as regional writer-editors. My
role was to prepare the material for North and South Dakota, Wyoming and Montana, with overlaps into Nebraska and Minnesota.
Later I was asked to help with regional essays. The American Guide
was published in 1949. The uninspiring four-pound volume contained over a million words. When the Book-of-the-Month Club
made it a premium selection, more than three hundred thousand
copies were distributed. This was like hitting the jackpot for Montana Lisle Reese.
Then, with the South Dakota Guide out of print and missing from
the forty-eight-state collections of libraries and booksellers, Freese
proposed that I revise and update it, adding new material and
photographs. State Historian Will G. Robinson cooperated by shipping halftone and etching plates, which had been stored in the
South Dakota State Historical Society building. South Dakota: A
Guide to the State, edited by M. Lisle Reese, appeared in 1952. This
new edition not only described events and changes of the fourteenyear interval, it also introduced highlights from my ill-fated Black
Hills manuscript. It enjoyed a healthy sale, both in and out of the
state.
When the Crippled Children's Hospital and School (CCHS)
opened in March 1952, my mission in Sioux Falls was completed.
Forty years later 1 received a lovely plaque from CCHS as its first
director. It is nice to be recognized pre-posthumously!
In 1953 we moved to Florida. During the next twenty years it was
my pleasant responsibility to develop a network of thirteen Easter
Seal-affiliated rehabilitation facilities for children and adults with
disabilities. Naturally, a quarterly publication evolved: the Whirlpool.
In 1965, to help Saint Augustine observe its four hundredth anniversary, 1 wrote a historical satire titled Bean Soup; or, Florida with
a Spanish Accent. With the guidebook bug still in my system, this
little book included guides to Spanish heritage, past and present,
in Saint Augustine, Pensacola, Tampa, Key West, Miami, and Little
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Havana. It went through two printings as a hardback and three as
a paperback.
In the 1980s, recognition of the American Guide Series of the
Federal Writers' Project was reflected in several books. The WPA
Guide to America, edited by Bernard A. Weisberger and published
by Pantheon Books in 1985, reprints four essays from the South
Dakota Guide, including "Buffalo, South Dakota" by Archer Gilfillan
and "South Dakota Today" by Lisle Reese. Remembering America,
edited by Archie Hobson (Columbia University Press, 1985), likewise

Autograph seekers surround Lisle Reese at a Sioux Falls store.

contains a sampling of the American Guide Series. Sada Jones's
General Store is the frontispiece, and pieces by Charlie Moore,
Russell Rice, James Dawson, George Hall, Luke Falk, james Dore,
Raymond Griffiths, Archer Gilfillan, and Lisle Reese are reprinted.
A symposium titled "Rediscovering the 1930s—The WPA and the
Federal Writers' Project" provided a nationwide summary of that
period and, more significantly, its contributions to the culture of
the United States. Funded by the Florida Endowment for the Humanities and Florida International University, it was held in Fort
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S/oux fa//s ßoo/: and Stationery issued a handbill to announce
publication of the 1952 revised and updated edition of the South Dakota guide.
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Lisle and Hepzi Reese moved to Florida in 1953 to develop a
network of Faster Seal-affiliated rehabilitation facilities.
They are shown here at their beach house in 1986.

Lauderdale's new Broward County Library on 7-8 November 1986 in
conjunction with the opening of a wing devoted entirely to the
American Guide Series. Some of the eighteen panelists were former
WPA workers; most were younger authors, librarians, and professors
from around the country. Bernard A. Weisberger introduced me as
"the last survivor among the original forty-eight state directors." For
the Reeses the affair provided a noisy reunion with Jerre Mangione,
keynote speaker and professor emeritus of American literature at
the University of Pennsylvania.'^
As I conclude these memoirs, I hope that some of the South
Dakota project titles will be checked out as background for contemporary or future works and that they will continue to embellish
the history and culture of the state. This remembrance of the South
Dakota Writers' Project contains some obvious omissions. For in12. The symposium was videotaped, and copies are available for use in the Labor
Studies Archives, Center for Labor Research and Studies, Florida International University, Miami, Fla. Contact Margaret Wilson for more information.
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stance, one might wonder how much these projects cost. In retrospect, all I remember about such details is that the WPA finance
office handled payrolls and vouchers; personnel officers kept referring workers. I do recall a snippy auditor named AI Weisbecker who
kept bringing me notes. He could not understand why we requisitioned so much paper.
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